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A STRUCTURED DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR VLSI SYSTEMS

Abstract

New algorithms and tools for hierarchical design and verification of IC chips have been

developed. The multi-level simulation capabilities of SABLE have been extended using

the ADA language. Automatic synthesis of stick diagrams from net lists and subsequent

pitch-constrained compaction of layout provide new capabilities for cell generation. New

parallel algorithms for routing and design rule checking have been developed which are

orders-of-magnitude faster than conventional approaches. Analytic models to accurately

estimate and bound waveforms in MOS circuits have been developed and provide new

insight for performance enhancement.
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1. Introduction

The design and implementation of very large scale integrated circuits requires new

approaches and tools. This research project has developed a high level language oriented

environment for IC specification/verification as well as novel tools and methodology for

IC layout. The effort has supported the completion of five PhD theses, three more are

expected within six months and two new dissertation topics have been defined. The

scope of the contract covered both high level specification and simulation as well as a

variety of implementation problems including layout and verification. In each of these

areas, specific goals were proposed. The most important of these are now summarized

along with actual accomplishments.

2. Hardware Design Specification

1. Unify behavioral description with emphasis towards design verification

2. Couple multilevel behavior description with multilevel simulation capabilities.

3. Integrate behavioral and structural description into a coherent design
methodology. .

Other proposed tasks related to specific language enhancements for SDL and DDL and

design system interfaces and interactive graphics were pursued to a lesser extent as

discussed below.

2.1 Accomplishments

In the areas of activity outlined above, several major accomplishments have been

achieved. First, the SABLE simulator effort using the ADLIB language has culminated

in a major contribution to high level simulation [1]. The program has been distributed

to more than 18 academic and industrial locations and was cited specifically in the

VHSIC phase M specification as a good example of a high level design language. A spin-

off from this original work has addressed formal verification issues [21. A second major

accomplishment is the use of ADLIB-SABLE for fault simulation [31 and more recent

work in verification using an ADA-based extension of SABLE [4]. Finally, the

demonstration of an isomorphically constrained design methodology [51 has shown that

consistency between schematics and cell-based layout can be maintained using proper
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interfaces of editors and a novel means to update the data-base. In the following

paragraphs the key features of each of these accomplishments is reviewed.

A major focus and thrust of this project is to exploit hierarchy and develop the necessary

tools to unify the various levels of abstraction used in a complex digital IC design. The

results of Dwight Hill in his PhD thesis [1] demonstrated that a PASCAL-based

language, ADLIB, could be used effectively to express functional behavior description

and evaluated with the SABLE simulator. SABLE is a multi-level general-purpose

simulator which views the world as a collection of components interconnected through

well defined nets; the nets can assume any valid PASCAL data type. This software has

been distributed widely among DoD vendors and the concepts are indeed well received.

Intel has adopted a very similar approach using an ADA-based language. From the

kernel idea of ADLIB-SABLE, two follow-on efforts have had a major impact and will

now be discussed.

Functional verification is a difficult problem and substantial progress has now been

achieved using extensions of the ADLIB work. Given two descriptions of a digital design,

their comparison to prove design correctness is indeed difficult. Cory has demonstrated

a symbolic simulation [2) based on ADLIB and SDL descriptions of multiple

representations. The verification efforts have revealed that the use of non-selective trace

for combinational components provides increased efficiency since extensive case-splitting

can be avoided. In addition, a new concept of case merging can reduce both storage and

computation. For example if components A and B split into M and N cases, the

conventional simulations using splitting require MN3 cases whereas by using merging the

number is reduced to 3(M+N). Moreover, the merging technique allows all cases to be

simulated automatically-a potential advantage if custom hardware is used. The only

drawback is the trade off to be made in complexity of expressions that must be

evaluated using case merging in contrast to the exhaustive simplicity of case splitting.

Further studies of fault simulation have followed based on the constructs of SABLE.

Concurrent fault simulation is another technique which has been compared with the

previously reported deductive fault simulation. Comparisons have revealed that

- - - - - - - - - - -
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concurrent modeling approach is more general. Specifically, it can handle multi-valued

cases as is typical for MOS technology. Further studies are in progress to characterize

both approaches based on SABLE implementations. The choice of verification method,

either by case splitting or merging has been evaluated and the results suggest that in

many cases the increased complexity of expressions resulting from case merging causes a

proportional increase in analysis time which offsets any advantages. While for some

cases merging is of value, we cannot draw any definitive conclusions. In the area of

consistency checking, the assumptions and constraints of each design approach are

critical. A careful theoretical look at previous work as well as new results developed in

this contract have yielded a criterion for deciding if a design refinement is correct. The

results apply to deterministic or nondeterministic hardware descriptions-with or without

don't cares.

The second set of activities related to ADLIB-SABLE regards functional and fault

simulation [3]. Fault simulation yields results that are useful in diagnosing a

manufactured system design or assisting in a better design from fault tolerance point of

view. The descriptive power of ADLIB provides unique leverage concerning logic
descriptions---it is simple and does ,not require recompilation for each new circuit.

Instead the SDL description is modified and compiled prior to simulation. The result is a

streamlined specification and efficient simulation tool. The area of deductive fault

simulation has been pursued using ADLIB-SABLE. The power of ADLIB for simplified

description is attractive and the power of deductive fault simulation should yield

improved results over parallel techniques due to better fault coverage. Presently the

models include stuck-at 0, 1, and unknown.

The fault simulation results using ADLIB-SABLE have yielded a detailed comparison of

deductive simulation with conventional simulators such as SALOGS [6]. Results show

that the increase in CPU time with the number of gates fault simulated, is linear in

contrast to a quadratic dependence for SALOGS. The deductive and concurrent

approaches are shown to be equivalent although there may be performance advantages

for concurrent simulation given a multi- processor environment.
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When doing IC design, it is convenient to work simultaneously with different

representations of a circuit. A schematic is needed for human functional comprehension,

whereas an IC artwork representation is needed to implement the design in silicon.

Isomorphic representations have the same circuit topology, and it is relatively easy to

check consistency between them. An isomorphic design system was implemented along

with its application in the design of a 2400 transistor circuit 15]. The key components of

the system include a module update manager (MUM) and a graphics editor implemented

on an HP9845C used for both schematics and layout. The MUM maintains consistency

by passing messages between modules which indicate to the user what needs to be done

to make the design consistent. Messages are passed between different levels in the

hierarchy to maintain hierarchical consistency as well as between isomorphic

representations of the same module.

The notable success of the system was maintaining consistency of a hierarchy of more

than 40 modules, some instantiated as many as 132 times, with nesting as much as 7

deep. Hierarchical consistency was maintained by: (1) sending messages to all owners of
a

a module whenever that module's interface changed, (2) hierarchical port extraction, and

(3) incremental connectivity analypis to insure that cells fit together correctly.

Maintaining consistency between isomorphic representations was demonstrated to work

for higher level representations such as logic diagrams. However, it was found that the

simple design system was insufficient for maintaining isomorphism between logic

diagrams and IC artwork, since no provision was made for gate geometry depending on

context as is common in IC network. The results suggest that different geometrical

versions of gates are necessary, perhaps by using parameterized cells. This result

corraborates the suggested layout methodological constraint to be discussed in the next

section.

3. Hierarchical Layout

1. Study of placement and routing algorithms for IC subblocks with arbitrary
shaped size.

2. Development of algorithms to optimize the aspect ratio of rectangular
macrocells.
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3. Develop tools to facilitate reconstruction of functional level information from
IC topological inputs.

Although the S-1 processor design was originally proposed as a study vehicle,

applications based on cells and system designs typical of the Mead-Conway style design

course [7] were found to be more suitable. The gate array and hybrid efforts originally

proposed were not pursued further owing to intense industrial developments in these

areas.

3.1 Accomplishments

In the areas of activities outlined above, several major accomplishments have been

realized. The thesis work of Preas [8] and Slutz [91 was the starting point for

hierarchical layout work discussed here. Preas attached primarily the routing problems

and used graph theoretical methods to guarantee 100% routing completion as

demonstrated with the SANDIA program called SICLOPS. Slutz emphasized placement

and using a "wall-model" from architecture developed a vocabulary and tools for

synthesis of layout. The background of these two efforts lead to three alternative

approaches to the problem. First, Beetem [51 demonstrated an editor-based manual

layout system with special emphasis on schematic consistency and ability to edit layouts,

even those generated by automated tools. Second, Scheffer developed an approach based

on strict hierarchy [10] to insure certain layout constraints, especially design rule

checking (DRC). Moreover, he demonstrated a novel capability to attach programs. to

graphics to create parameterizable cells in a hierarchical way. Finally Wolf [III

addressed the problem of layout synthesis directly from the specification of a component

wire list. The DUMBO [111 program automatically generates stick diagrams and the

LAVA program applies "supercompaction" algorithms [121 to achieve pitch-constrained

optimal layout. Further details of each of these activities is now summarized.

John Beetem [5] demonstrated that using multiple editors-one from schematics and

another for layout-one could ensure isomorphism using a novel incremental update

manager scheme as discussed above. The approach has great appeal even in the context

of automated tools such as MP2D [13] since it is possible to subsequently edit the designs

with guaranteed correctness.
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The isomorphic design methodology was tested for a standard cell- based design. Using

logic schematic entry as the master representation, a cell-based layout was generated by

hand. The MUM system guaranteed that all interconnections of the cell layout satisfied

the original logic schematics. A key point to emphasize here is that it is reasonable to

expect that even by using automatic place and route programs such as MP2D [13], the

MUM concept would allow for manual intervention and editing while still guaranteeing

that the logic schematic intent was not violated.

Parameterization of designs is a second major area of ongoing activity under this

contract. It has been demonstrated that layouts can be parameterized using the

combination of programs and graphics [101. Similar isomorphic design efforts, the need

to exploit multiple representations requires care in implementation. However, the use of

program-generated layout can substantially ease the layout burden-- especially when

designs must be implemented in a new technology or scaled. This also gives leverage in

creating reusable layout designs since both function and layout implementation have

been captured in a single high level form.
.I

Using a combined schematic-like draiying tool as the primitive tool, two key innovations

have been added. First, a language attachment has been demonstrated whereby a

Pascal-like program can create schematics based on recursive language constructs. The

functional intent of the blocks including special cases - for example carry chain

terminations in bit slice architectures-are automatically handled. A specific approach to

layout implementation facilitates direct translation of schematic to layout and avoids full

chip DRC. These advantages are achieved by requiring non-overlapping cells, new cell

instances for each modification and a well-specified boundary "bumper" for DRC.

The automatic generation of stick diagrams -aid compacted layout for IC building blocks

provides unique potential, especially for components not tightly constrained in space or

performance. For example, many peripheral functions such as registers and drivers are

easily specified and are not tightly constrained. A prototype program [11] now

automatically generates stick layouts based on net list specifications. By means of a

number of test examples, several aspects of the compiler and its interactions with the

yl ll . - , *, *.,,* *, , . i.- .. ._,, , :. .. , . . . ,, . . . . ':



layout compactor are more precisely understood. Results show that a fully automated

approach gives 120% area penalty compared to the hand layout while by giving hints at

the expanded and router levels the area penalty is reduced to 60% and 15% respectively.

For many applications the fully automated approach may be acceptable. Conversely, he

interactive approach and evaluation of the role of hints in the process provides useful

insight into the design process.

4. Algorithms tor Layout Synthesis and Verification

In addition to the high level language work in layout discussed above, new efforts have

been directed at the 'back-end' problems of routing, rule checking and electrical

verification. While these efforts were not originally cited in the proposal, significant

progress has been made and the results are now summarized. The two areas to be

discussed are:

1. Parallel algorithms and hardware for layout

2. Determination of timing bounds for MOS tree networks

S

4.1 Accomplishments

The hierarchical specification and layout of IC dhips is often referred to as a "top-down"

approach. The actual implementation of IC's at the layout level finally produces

patterns of gates and interconnections- both passive and active-which lead to mask

generation and finally chip fabrication. In the final stages of IC implementation there is

an explosion of information since abstractions such as wires and gates become physically

instantiated. The efforts now discussed provide major leverage in solving the problems

of handling this layout related data in an efficient and systematic way. The PhD thesis

work of Tom Blank has developed parallel algorithms [14, 151 and a novel bit map

har Iware approach [15] to solve problems such as routing and design rule checking

(DRC). The PhD thesis of Mark Horowitz [16] addresses the performance aspects of chip

design in terms of determining timing bounds for arbitrary MOS tree structures--a

dominant form of layout-oriented structures for VLSI.

The opportunity to exploit parallelism in algorithms and computer architectures has
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been an elusive goal--except for specific applications. IC layout offers an exceptional

opportunity to apply parallelism since thousands of gate structures are to be placed and

routed on a non-overlapping two-dimensional surface of a chip. The thesis work of

Blank [151 has uniquely demonstrated the potential advantages of parallelism for IC

layout tasks such as wire routing and design rule checking. In the case of routing, the

well-known Lee Algorithm [171 which propagates wave fronts to find the shortest path

between wiring pins is naturally applied in a parallel approach. Each wave front is

created by the algorithm with a single instruction so that after repeated application of

this instruction the routing path can be traced. Design rule checking is another major

layout bottleneck. Commonly used algorithms [181 involve expansion of features, the

layout and subsequent checking of layer spacings to determine if violations have o( 'ed.

Blank has demonstrated that these algorithms can be efficiently implemented a

parallel bit map approach so any rule check can be performed on all fc

(simultaneously) by a small programming sequence. Both the routing and design rule

checking algorithms have been simulated and show two to three orders-of-magnitude

speed improvement over serial approaches presently used. In order to in fact realize

these advantages of parallelism, hardware must be available to execute the algorithms.

Blank has designed such a hardware system [151 and a prototype system is now being

constructed at Stanford.

The electrical verification of performance of IC chipi involves two key steps:

1. Extraction of parameters such as resistance, capacitance and transistor data
and

2. Simulation of waveforms with simulators such as SPICE [191 or SALOGS [6].

Current DRC programs [181 provide adequate facilities for parameter extraction. While

simulation provides essential performance information, it is costly for large circuits and

ddoes not provide qualitative output to identify critical design problems. Horowitz has

developed new analytical approaches [16] to bound transient voltage waveforms as would

be produced by complete SPICE simulation. These analytic solutions and bounds not

only match simulation but also provide quantitative means to deduce critical paths in

the design since the time constants and bounds of each waveform are directly related to

'" " "-. , - .-' ,,.-".. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ::":..-. :;...-" -. :: _. ,:. .. i" ? - -;"::;-- :;"... .



' extracted component values. The models include accurate evaluation of transistor

nonlinearities--both gates and pass-transistor networks. The effects of ramping rate at

inputs is also modeled. This latter feature, in contrast to models used in logic

• ,simulators, is essential for MOS circuits where the current drive capabilities with

*' capacitive load are limited.

S. Conclusions

This research project has addressed several aspects of tools and high level language

approaches for hierarchical design of VLSI chips. Behavior description, simulation and

verification efforts have resulted in the ADLIB language and SABLE simulator. This

work is widely recognized as a fundamental contribution to the simulation area and has

directly impacted the DoD development of VHDL. Follow-on work at Stanford has

demonstrated new capabilities based on the ADA language and efforts in this direction

• will continue. In the area of specification a novel data management scheme (MUM) was

demonstrated based on enforced isomorphism between levels of abstraction--for example

- schematics and layout. This approach is especially attractive for cell-based layout such

as MP2D; allowing manual editing without producing functional errors.

* In the area of layout several major 'contributions have been discussed. A new layout

synthesis approach has been demonstrated using automatic generation of stick dirr ams

directly from logic and net lists. The program (DUMIO) produces symbolic layout

which in turn is compacted to produce actual mask layout. In addition, new compaction

* algorithms have been developed to minimize layout pitch by resolving x-y interlocks.

Another contribution to the layout area is the advances in coupling programs and

," graphics. The ability to synthesize blocks and modify them by programming constructs

has been demonstrated with direct graphical display. This layout technique allows

custom configurations of cells to be programmed and modified with de.,ign rules and

other technology-based features becoming transparent to the user.
I.

New algorithms for routing and design rule checking have been developed using the

parallelism of a custom bit map processor architecture. These algorithms show orders-of-

magnitude speed advantage over serial approaches on single CPU's. A hardware

* ..-. .
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architecture to realize these advantages has been designed and is now being built.

Finally, a new set of analytic models have been developed for bound timing waveforms

*in MOS circuits. These algorithms closely match SPICE waveforms, require a minimum

" computational effort and provide ir-ight concerning performance limits which is not

obtained from simulation data alone.
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